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Submitted to the General Assembly, 28th of May 2010, Skopje
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With the support of

With the support of the European Union : Support for organizations active at European
level in the field of active citizenship
(17)16, Strasbourg, the 20th of May 2010
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Association of Local Democracy Agencies will implement, in 2010 part of its
multiannual position paper approved during the General Assembly held in Brussels in
2009.
The vision : local governance and citizens’ participation promote and sustain
peace and sustainable development in Europe and its neighboring countries.
The main objectives in 2010 are :
•

To support the enlargement of the European Union in South Eastern Europe
(SEE) based on active participation of civil society and local authorities, with
the support of the Local Democracy Agencies (LDAs):

•

To increase the role of the LDAs in local economic development in SEE ;

•

To develop and further elaborate the methodology of multilateral decentralised
cooperation;

•

To develop and strengthen ALDA activities in the field of European Active
Citizenship and Citizens Participation;

•

To open the LDA programme to other regions of Eastern Europe and identify a
strategy and related activities in the MED area;

•

To be of assistance to local authorities in building a Europe from below, in
particular through the decentralized cooperation and the citizens’ participation ;

•

To strengthen and enlarge the membership support and involvement, being a
truly membership basis organization.

Considering the financial constrains and the support of the staff, the programme so far
established respect this direction.
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2. MAJORS POINTS TO BE UNDERLINED
Some issues should be underlined while we are passing from 2009 to 2010.
2.1. Organizational matters :
•

Participation of Governing Board members

The Members of the Governing Board elected in 2008 are more and more involved in
representing ALDA. Since the activities of ALDA are widespread throughout Europe, this
give ALDA the opportunity to cover more activities and give visibility to the Association in
many occasions. This practice should be followed and strengthened even in the future.
•

Membership and partnership for the LDAs

The total sum of the membership fees for ALDA are constantly growing. Even in difficult
financial times, the potentiality for the further membership is evident. However, the
partnership fees for the LDAs are more and more difficult to get. The financial crisis in the
private sector is now also very much visible in the public sector. Local authorities are
affected by this crisis and it is harder to get them involved in international cooperation. A
further support would be needed to make things progressing in this respect, for ALDA.
•

Staff of ALDA

In 2009, because of maternity leaves and the turn over for two staff members, the staff
management endured some instability. In 2010, a strengthened and stabilized team is in
place even if will remain a demanding issue to develop a strong team spirit and arrange all
the different competencies. The staff has been completed with Aline Schwoob, responsible
for Active Citizenship, Biljana Zasova Friederich and Peter Sondergaard, Policy Officer
and Eastern European Programmes.
2.2.Structural support
•

Support from the Council of Europe

In 2009, the Congress did not confirm its financial support to ALDA in terms of operating
grant. This affected our capacity of developing some networking activities with members
and the institutional meetings (usually paid by the Congress) had to be paid by other
resources. The Congress supported an important event in Kutaisi and any future
cooperation will be on project basis. This reduced contribution from the Congress is
confirmed for 2010 but the amount is only for projects to be defined.
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•

Support from the European Union (Europe for Citizens programme)

The framework contract under the Europe for Citizens programme ended in 2009.
However, a proposal for a three years support has been approved since 2010 and gives
us a lot of perspective of work.
The specific focus on Active Citizenship Programmes is strengthened thanks to the field
testing and analysis of our own methodological instruments : Modules on Active
Citizenship and Duties and Rights of European Active Citizenship.
2.3. Cooperation with Networks
It has to be underlined that ALDA cooperated with numbers of important networks in 2009
(like AFCCRE and UCLG for local authorities and the CIDEM for civil society). ALDA is
also very much involved in the Civil Society Forum for Eastern Partnership This has to be
further encouraged. The presence in these networks requires from us a stronger
engagement in policy making.
2.4. Relevant new partnerships
•

Cooperation with French partners

In 2009, several projects were started with French partners – mostly local authorities. This
is a great result and promises to be developed with multiannual projects (Region
Auvergne/Cooperation France Balkans and Region Basse Normandie/Macedonia).
Multiannual projects have been presented in February 2010 (France/Balkans – supported
by Auvergne, and Basse-Normandie/Macedonia)
•

Cooperation the UN

Two projects with the support UNDP were started in 2009 in the field of integration
immigrant in the public policies. This opens an interesting path of cooperation with UNDP.
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3. PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES
3.1. Statutory meetings
•
•
•
•

3 Governing Boards
(first one held in Feb 2010 in Kragujevac and second one in Skopje)
4 Bureau meetings
1 General Assembly May 2010

3.2. Thematic working groups
Objectives :
• to offer a platform of debate, information and further understanding on specific topics
to the ALDA Members;
• to develop and deepen identified topics common and shared by the ALDA members
and by the LDAs;
• to be able to produce qualified project ideas involving members of ALDA on certain
issues;
• to be able to produce shared position papers on specific topics with members.
Proposed thematic groups for 2010
-

Local government issues, good governance, decentralisation :
Participation of civil society and civil society empowerment :
Human rights protection and awareness, including women’s rights :
Situation in South East Europe :
Situation in the Caucasus :
Local economic development :
European Union enlargement and active citizenship

3.3. Country meetings
Taking into consideration members' position within the network, ALDA promotes, on
annual basis, several meeting to gather together the organizations (local authorities and
civil society) established in the countries where the Association has the highest number
of members. These meetings mainly aim at:
•

promoting exchange of experiences and best practices on topics of
European interest (active European citizenship, democracy, local
governance, citizens' participation, youth…);

•

providing an opportunity to "launch" new joint ideas and initiatives at the
local, national and European level, focusing on the most vivid European
topics;

•

building and/or strengthening new partnerships and relations among ALDA
members.
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•

Planned country meetings with members

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Danemark : May 2010
Turkey : May 2010
France : to be organised
Italy : to be organised
Spain : to be organised
Poland : to be organised
Others

3.4. Twelve Partner meetings of the LDAs and coordination of 11 LDAs
Local Democracy Agencies are traditionally organising their Partner Meeting on an
annual basis, with the participation of LDA partners, including local authorities and civil
society organisations from the partners' cities and the host cities.
The Partner meeting is the forum of partners participating in co-operation programmes
with the Local Democracy Agency, involving local authorities and civil society
organisations and represents an opportunity for designing common proposals for bilateral
and multilateral co-operation.
Exchange of good local practice in building local structures for improved citizen
participation through co-operation with civil society organisations and enhanced
communication with citizens are among the priority topics incorporated in co-operation
programmes and, thus, they represent the most vivid topics to be generally shared and
discussed during the different Partner meetings.
Collaborative approaches have been developed in promoting at local level EU values and
standards in education for democratic citizenship, participation of youth in public life,
intercultural tolerance and understanding. Particular priority is usually given to a)
mechanisms and institutions of citizen participation and consultation, including thematic
forums of citizens and b) capacity building of local youth groups and exploring the
opportunities for collaboration within the wider European Youth in Action programmes.
In 2010, the partner meetings of the LDAs will all take place in the participating countries
of the Programme “Europe for citizens”, hosted by the European partners of the different
Local Democracy
3.5. International Conference on How Active Citizenship is fighting again Global
Crisis, Skopje, 28th and 29th of May 2010
Stakeholders from Local Governments and Civil Society from all over Europe will
participate under the auspices of the Europe for Citizens Programme of the European
Union. The NGOs are especially affected by the global crisis as well as the local
authorities in the EU and in the Pre-Accession countries. The international network of
ALDA members and LDAs will attend.
3.6 Training and networking session for the LDAs
The training of the LDA delegates represent a relevant annual initiative for the ALDA
network, since it contributes to raise-up the profile of the Organization and to strengthen
cooperation and relations within the network. It is usually based on an "open space"
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format, where participants can find a suitable and adequate place to meet, discuss and
exchange ideas, practices and experiences with the objective to come up with useful
"recommendations" (produced with a bottom-up approach).
3.7 Training for ALDA staff
The Association of the Local Democracy Agencies grants professional training
opportunities to the members of its staff, in order to achieve a high level of quality of its
action. On an annual basis, ALDA promotes and organizes a specific training related to
the needs of its staff.
3.8 Media and communication strategy
 Website
 Press and Media
 Publications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of Active Citizenship in South Eastern Europe
Report of activities 2009
Report and analysis of the Module on Active Citizenship
Contribution supported by Liechtenstein
Training book on Youth Engagement
Supporting Measures activities
Report on Decentralisation in South Eastern Europe and Southern Caucasus
(with UCLG)

3.9 Assessment and evaluation
Each year, ALDA assesses the local impact of two LDAs.
A general assessment of ALDA’s activity will be produced in 2010, testing a possible new
grid for evaluation of its activities and impact.
3.10 Development of the LDA Network
Based on the enlargement paper approved in 2010, ALDA will continue to develop and
strengthen the LDAs network
•
•
•
•
•

Relaunch the LDA Kosovo
Process of opening the LDA Albania
Process of opening the LDA Azerbaijan
Prepare the opening of the LDA Macedonia
Develop an exit strategy for Croatia

The focus of the countries will also be Belarus and Turkey. A special attention for projects
will be dedicated to the Maghreb countries.
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3.11 Follow up of the different networks
 Conference of the INGOs (http://www.coe.int/T/NGO/default_en.asp) :
Antonella Valmorbida, chair of the Committee for Democracy and Civil
Society, attendance to 4 meetings in Strasbourg and related events.
Promotion of the Code on Good Practices of Civil Society participation
 Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum, Antonella Valmorbida, Steering
Committee member of the CSF
(http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/eastern/civil_society/first_csf_meeting
_2009_en.htm)
4 meetings a year and Forum in November 2010 in Berlin
And lobbying activities
 Congress of the Local And Regional Authorities, Observer status, 2 plenary
sessions a year and related activities
 Structural dialogue of the Europe for Citizens programmes : 4 meetings a year
and related activities
 Alliance for the year on voluntarism, several meetings in 2010
 Committee of the Regions, Several meeting a year for consultative activities
(CIVEX, Eastern partnership, Macro Regions)
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4. Projects on going in 2010
The detailed activity of the programme and the calendar is upload on the ALDA website :
www.alda-europe.eu

4.1. Active Citizenship
4.1.1 CITIES, supporting
measures

With the support of the
DGEAC and partners

The project aims at
promoting “innovation and
creativity” in the framework
of town-twinning, both in
Europe and with a special
focus on South-eastern
Europe, as a way to
revitalize and develop towntwinning relationships and
thus strengthen cooperation
among “old”, new and
forthcoming Member State
National Conference 1
(CITIES project kick-off
event), 24th March 2010,
Shkodra Albania
National
Conference
Bulgaria

Gabrovo,

National Conference Varna,
Bulgari
National Conference Vilnius,
Lithuania
National Conference Bitola,
Macedonia
National
Conference
Bratislava, Slovakia
National Conference Tirana,
Albania
International
Twinning
Conference,
November
2010,
Hague
The
Netherlands
Agenda of the international
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twinning
conference
includes
the
following
thematic workshops: CITIES
project:
EU
Active
Citizenship program/ town
twinning
initiatives
–
challenges
and
future
perspectives;
Twinning
program – a new frame for
local
development
strategies;
Twinning
programs through exchange
of good local practice;
Developing an innovative
tool for European wide
twinning initiatives.

4.1.2. Mode – Innovative
Actions and volunteers for
Democracy

With the support of the
DGEAC and partners

Developing innovative town
twinning cooperation tool,
March-June 2010
To encourage a constant
engagement of the civil
society in exchanges
preventing democracy of
falling into possible gaps.
ALDA’s approach is based
on one of the EU’s
fundamental value: mobility.
Mode will encourage
mentoring activities between
NGOs but also between
NGOs and volunteers
hoping to deepen mobility
experiences and to establish
a long-lasting transnational
partnership
1.Preparation phase
steering committee

&1st

2.Mobility support meeting
(launching event) discussing
methodology and gaps to be
bridged in the European
democracy and in the
relation between civil society
organizations
3.Transnational mentoring
sessions and local meetings
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with international partners
4.Working
groups
on
volunteering at local level
5.Two weeks mobility for
volunteers and staff
6.Mentoring sessions on-line
for volunteers

4.1.3. INTACT – Supporting
measures

With the support of the
DGEAC and partners

7.creation of leaflets and
brochures on volunteering &
2nd steering committee
ALDA‘s purpose with this
project, is to create and
develop an Interregional
Network whose overall
objectives are: to exchange
good practices, to promote
innovation and know-how by
multiplying relations
between towns across
Europe in the context of the
Local Democracy Agenices’
network. The project will
strengthen the links between
20 associations from 7
countries participating
towns that are particularly
involved in citizens’
participation issue and the
promotion of EU values in
the process of EU
integration.
We plan to follow a dynamic
method developing
international activities
supported by local working
groups:
international events: a
study visit (on decentralised
cooperation and European
Active Citizenship), a
summer school (tackling EU
policies and values on
cooperation) and a final
meeting on Policy Making
Local
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initiatives

(not

mentioned in the grant
calculator) will gather ideas
and resources at the local
level
towards
possible
twinning initiatives

4.1.4. E-Panels – citizens
panels

With the support of the
DGEAC and partners
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web-site and diverse
support-material for local
working groups and for the
promotion of a complex
structure as a multiple
network of towns.
E-panels project is
designed to address the
issue of bridging the gap
between citizens and the
European Union in an
innovative way.
The new method proposed
by this project is to create
electronic panels (“Epanels”) to increase the
number of citizens from
different ages, nationalities
and backgrounds who could
finally find an opportunity to
express themselves on
matters related to EU
policies that affect their daily
life by these online panels.
International launching
conference, 3rd and 4th
March 2010 in Skopje,
Macedonia
Trainings of citizens’ panels
activators/partners and
preparation of a Kit for ePanels, 27th to 29th April in
Brussels
Set-up of the online platform
Day of Europe: Information
on and set-up of the ePanels, one day in each
partner country, possibly on
9th May
Local online workshops
during six months
Final
international
conference and last steering
committee, 2 days in Zagreb

Croatia
Final publication “E-panels:
fostering citizen participation
in the wider Europe
4.1.5 Active Citizenship in
Brindisi

City of Brindisi

4.1.6 Modules on Active
Citizenship

Own resources and partners

4.1.7 Modules on Duties and Own resources and partners
Rights of European Citizens
in Europe
4.1.8 Europe Days in the
Own resources and partners
LDAs
4.1.9. Events and promotion
of the Treaty of Lisbon and
its implementation as for the
“citizens participation”

Own resources and partners
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Modules on Active
Citizenship
Training for local authorities
and civil society
Awareness and
dissemination
Implemention of 5 modules
on Active Citizenship in
Europe
Implementation of 5
modules on Duties and
Rights of European Citizens
Implementation of events in
the LDAs of Croatia, MK and
Albania for the 9th of May
Promotion of events and
workshop with partners
University of Padova, 7th of
May 2010

4.2. Support to local governance, development and citizens’
participation in South Eastern Europe
4.2.1. Waste management
and recycling in Kragujevac

Supported by
FEDRE/Canton and City of
Geneva

4.2.1. Microcredit Scheme in
South Eastern Europe

Supported by Norway, in
cooperation with the Council
of Europe Bank and Banca
Intesa san Paolo and its
affiliates in Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Serbia
and Albania

4.2.3 Support to Local
Governance and
Decentralisation in Republic
of Macedonia, Decentralised
Cooperation Lower
Normandie/Macedonia
(Year III and elaboration of a
multiannual proposal – three
year from 2010 on)

Supported by Lower and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Campaign on recycling
issues in the school and
community
And installation of
equipment for recycling
Implementation of the
microcredit scheme in the
region, disbursement and
follow up of business plans.
Assessment of the
programme in Serbia, March
2010.
Evaluation of potentiality in
Albania and meetings in
Tirana.
Elaboration of a bridging
activity for the second part
of the year
Steering committee in
Tirana in 2010, July
Support to Local
Governance in Macedonia
and France
Activities with the different
axes (programmes, capacity
building, exchanges)
1. Youth policies
2. Cultural policies
3. Sustainable and rural
tourism
4. Local governance
and IT participation
5. Schools exchanges
6. Territory and
Patrimoine
7. Agriculture and
production
Support of the partnership
and two steering committees
Promotion of a possible
Local Democracy Agency in
Macedonia

4.2.4. Youth Empowerment
in Kosovo

Supported by the DGAP1 of
the Council of Europe and
the Association of
Municipalities of Kosovo
(AMK)

4.2.5 Support for the LDA
Albania

Supported by Liechtenstein
(via the voluntary
contributions to the Council
of Europe)

4.2.6 Support to Civil
Society Serbia – Regional
Partnerships for Intercultural
Exchange

Supported Subotica
Municipality – Cards
programme

1

Directorate General for Political Affairs
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Support to youth in Kosovo,
peer to peer exchanges,
youth ambassadors,
capacity building in terms of
citizens participation
Support for the
establishment of the LDA
Kosovo
School of civil society in
Albania
Exchanges in local
economic development
Two partners meetings for
the newly established LDA
Training for LDA
Interactive webpage;
Newsletter EU
InterculturalityZone (in
English,Serbian, Croat,
Hungarian, in at least eight
(four issues per year)
Promotion publication for
each of the cities included 1)
Network of cities and ngo-s
for interculturality The
project promotion
campaigns 16rganizat in
partner cities and by partner
capacity building
programme consisting of
three thematic Schools of
Local Democracy 1: in
Subotica – Training seminar
on Intercultural governance,
for local government officials
and civil society
16rganizations, 2. In Osijek
– Youth Training seminar on
intercultural understanding
and tolerance; and the 3. In
Mostar – International
conference on good local
practice on participation of
minorities.
Component 3 is designed as
Intercultural Exchange and
BE-ME Perspective,
consisting of the three day
Study visits, including one

day Thematic round tables
in each of the Partner cities
region (Subotica, Osijek and
Mostar respectively),
4.2.7. Seenet II – South
East European Network

Region Emilia Romagna/
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Italy

4.2.8 Decentralised
cooperation France Balkans

Region Auvergne/Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of France,
other partners

4.2.9. Reconciling for the
future – European
perspective for the Western
Balkans

DG Enlargement
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Supporting Local
Governance and citizens
participation in South
Eastern Europe
1. modules on active
citizenship
2. promotion and
elaboration of
territorial cooperation
with a GECT
3. lobbying activities for
citizens participation
4. citizens panels
Coordinating activities of 27
partners
Workshops on
1. learning French and
youth
2. sustainable and rural
tourism
3. citizens participations
and governance
4. It governance
Final conference in Brussels
on in February 2010,
elaboration of a three year
programme with an enlarged
support of partners
The overall objective of the
action is to help strengthen
the dialogue, co-operation
and networking of civil
society actors for an
effective reconciliation,
democracy development
and long-term stability with a
clear European perspective
for the entire regionThe
overall objective of the
action is to help strengthen
the dialogue, co-operation
and networking of civil
society actors for an
effective reconciliation,

4.2.10 Learning from the
past in a future Europe
4.2.11 Local Democracy
Schools of Political Studies
4.2.12 Support Slovenian
NGos
4.2.12 Support LDA Kosovo

Rembrance programme
DGEAC – Jasenovac
memorial, Memorial of Caen
– Nardò
In cooperation with the
School of Political Studies of
the Council of Europe
Supported by CNVO –
Slovenia
Swiss Agency For
Development
Pristina/Kosovo
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democracy development
and long-term stability with a
clear European perspective
for the entire region.
Steering committees
Panels discussions
Visibility instruments
Shared experiences on
learning from the past, local
events, training capacities in
Jasenovac, March 2010
Joint meetings of the
schools in SEE
Training and best practices
exchanges with Slovenian
NGos – visit to
Vicenza/padova, May2010
Support to initative of the
opening

4.3. Technical assistance for members/partners
4.3.1 Support to
decentralised cooperation
Aix en Provence/Oujda –
Marocco

Supported by Aix en
Provence, Ministry of
Foreign affairs of France

4.3.2. Support to project
drafting office in Brindisi

Supported by Brindisi

4.3.3 Training capacities for
Youth involvement
4.3.4. European offices

Salto programme

4.3.5. Elaboration of a chart
of services for our members
and partners

Own resources

Own resources and partners
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Development of
citizens’participation action
plan for the city of Oujda for
its development and public
transport plan
Training of local authorities
and training of civil society
Mapping
Establish the office in
Brindisi, training the staff
and support for the
programmes drafting
Training capacities for youth
involvement
Possibility to strengthen the
European offices of some
partners of ALDA

4.4. Innovative actions and Neighbouring programmes
4.4.1 React – support civil
society in Belarus

Supported by the Non State
actors programme for
Belarus-Ukraine

4.4.2 Capitalise Migrant
Capacities/ Algeria

UNDP – Migration fund, with
Sicily, Lecce, FACM and
Ipres

4.4.3 Follow up the
conference on building up
relationship with the support
of the Association of
Municipalities in Southern
Caucasus
4.4.4. Support IDP in
Georgia

With the support of the
Congress, Nalas

4.4.5 Supporting the
process of opening an LDA
In Azerbaijan

Supported by Liechtenstein

4.4.6. Supporting the
opening of the LDA Armenia

Own resources

4.4.7. Event on shared cities
in Israel/Haifa

Own resources

Supported by the city of
Vicenza/Region Veneto
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Capacity building for local
authorities in Belarus
Regranting scheme for 20
NGOs
Exchanges with European
partners
Programmes of capacity
building for immigrants
Exchanges on citizens
participation
Networking
Programme to be developed

Training and capacity
building for IDPs in Kutaisi
to establish their own centre
of resources
Support dialogue with local
authorities on decision
making process
Fact finding missions
Partners research
Definition of priorities and
programmes
Possible opening and
setting up
Fact finding missions
Partners research
Definition of priorities and
programmes
Possible opening and
setting up
Participating in the
preparation of the Assisses
franco/armenienne de la
cooperation decentralisée
Support and participation to
a major event on Shared
Cities with the participation
of the Mayor of Mostar and
some members of ALDA –

4.4.8 Workshop of ALDA to
identify a Med strategy

Own resources

4.4.9 Support to local
economic development in
Georgia

Monfalcone/Friuli Venezia
Giulia
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21st/27th of June 2009
Event to be organised in
2010 in Sicily or Malta on
the role of ALDA in the Med
area, with ALDA partners
and members
Swot analysis on economic
needs in Georgia
Training and capacity
building for local authorities
And Ngos
Activating a development
center in Kutais

5.Budget
Costs
Functioning costs
Activities

104548,45
28862
1842324,718

total

1975735,168

Staff
Running costs
Activities

5,21
1,45
93,34
100%

Staff :

1.Valmorbida
2.Toriello
3.Spinazze
4.Boaria
5.Elia
6.Balyanga
7.Parac
8. Sondergaard
9.Communication office (not selected)
10. Zasova
11. Petcu
12. Schwoob
support staff for financial issues

FUNCTIONING
50%
33%
33%
33%
33%
33%

100%

Administration subdivided in :










trainees
telephone
consumable
rent
insurances
bank
mail/dhl
Accountants and auditor
Contingency
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PROJECT
BASED
50%
66%
66%
100 %
66%
66%
100%
66%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Resources

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
2

Norway
Bank Council of Europe *

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Conseil Regional de Basse Normandie (* annual 2010 to be confirmed)
Various
fees
partners LDAs
Liechtenstein
Subotica
EC/Non state actors Belarus

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Region Emilia Romagna/MAE IT
Region Auvergne/MFA France
UNDP
DGEAC projects
Operating Grant
Brindisi (*to be confirmed)
COE (*to be confirmed)
Monfalcone
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